
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLT Metal Service cuts processing times for tubular and section pipes  

"Smart Metal Shaping": Speed is not a trick 

Faster throughput times and consumption of fewer materials, new design possibilities with zero 

errors: CLT Metal Service, based in Horst, the Netherlands, has responded to customers' increasing 

requirements with the "Smart Metal Shaping" concept. This is based around one of Europe's most 

modern laser machining centres. CLT Metal Service will be showing visitors to the Dutch Pavilion in 

Hall 4 at Hannover Messe how its new concept can help it support customers in the food, 

chemicals and mechanical engineering industries. 

Time is money: "Throughput and delivery times are becoming more and more important. We are 

involved in projects that have very tight time frames. That has significantly increased time pressure," 

says sales manager Hans Kempen, describing the challenge faced by the company. "We therefore 

looked at how we could shorten processes." The solution lies in automation and digitalisation. "With 

our new facility, we can prepare designs in precise detail in 3D on the computer and agree on every 

last detail of the product with the customer. The system takes care of the rest automatically." It is 

important for customer requirements to be supplied in the form of STEP files in 3D.  

50% time saving 

The machine is a fully automated processing center for round and profile tubes with 20 milimeters of 

material thickness, with a length of fourteen meters and 610 milimeters maximum diameter. It's easy 

to calculate the amount of time this can save: in the normal work process, it takes 45 minutes to 

prepare the work, 30 minutes to saw the pipes, 200 minutes for milling and drilling and around 300 

minutes for welding. This comes to a total of 575 minutes. "In the new process we need 90 minutes 

to prepare the work, 30 minutes for laser machining and 150 minutes for welding. This comes to a 

total of 270 minutes. That means that although we're investing more time in preparation, the 

processing itself is much faster. This time saving is passed on in full to the customer," Mr Kempen 

says.  



[Diagram]: The time saved allows faster throughput times. Diagram: CLT Metal Service 

Pipe meets sheet metal 

Another advantage of the system lies in the new construction possibilities. "We can join pipes and 

sheet metal, for example, prepare plug connections and insert grooves at precisely defined points." 

Another advantage also becomes clear here: 100% reproducibility. "Whether we make two units or 

2,000, each part is processed in exactly the same way thanks to digital models." One positive "side 

effect" is that the error rate is almost zero. 

At the same time, the process allows a very wide range of pipes to be processed quickly. Millions of 

television viewers were able to see the results that can be achieved with this in May 2015. To 

decorate the stage at the European Song Festival in Vienna, CLT cut and labelled 1,288 different 

pipes and packed them in accordance with the specifications – in just a few weeks.  

[Image 1]: CLT cut 1,288 pipes in a very short time. Millions of television viewers were able to admire 

the results. Photo: CLT Metal Service 

One work step 

The results of processing are not normally so prominently displayed. For a floating steel construction, 

CLT processed 116 tonnes of S355 structural steel, for example. Five lorries' worth of section pipes 

measuring 400x300x12.5 mm, with a length of 13.5 metres, were cut to size, marked with welding 

positions and processed at the welding edges in a single work step, thanks to 3D preparation. "We 

handled the order in a week and a half," says Mr Kempen.  

For industrial baking machines, CLT cuts 12-metre stainless steel pipes and hollow sections into semi-

finished products in accordance with customers' specifications and fits holes and cam connectors. 

This reduces the time that customers need for welding and assembling while simultaneously saving 

material. Mr Kempen sees potential for this to be used in future in the processing of high-strength 

steel pipes.  

Proven in practice 

Until then, however, there is sufficient market potential for carbon steel, aluminium and stainless 

steel pipes. "It was a long time before we were able to convince the first market operators of our 

method. Engineers want to see proof first that a new process actually works. That is particularly true 

of German customers. However, we now have so many reference projects that the number of new 

customers is growing continuously." At the same time, the number of repeat customers who 

regularly have pipes processed by CLT is also increasing. "For some customers we keep the material 

available so that they can order it directly as and when required."  

The company has a clearly defined vision: "Together with customers and suppliers, we are working 

on the production chain of the future." The first steps have already been taken. Visitors to Hannover 

Messe will have the chance to see for themselves. 

Quote: 

"Thanks to Smart Metal Shaping, we have been able to shorten throughput times for projects 

significantly. We can also offer new design possibilities." 

 

 

 



 

Image 1 

1,288 different pipes decorate the stage at the European Song Festival in Vienna 

 

 

 

 

Image 2 

Columns Inox square-tube 400x400x8  for Bakery Equipment 

 



Company data 

CLT Metal Service 
Handelstraat 7 
NL-5961 PV Horst 
Tel.: +31 (0)77 398 19 45  
Fax: +31 (0)77 398 08 01  
Email: Info@cltmetalservice.com 
Website: www.cltmetalservice.com 
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